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Abstract
Debugging distributed applications is very dicult, due to a number of problems.
To manage the inherent complexity of distributed applications, for example, the use
of abstractions is proposed. Event abstractions group sets of events into one higher{
level event. Only event sets with certain properties guarantee proper abstraction. This
paper examines two speci c event set structures in more depth: complete precedence
abstractions and contractions. Its main results are as follows. First, two theorems that
facilitate the algorithmic detection of complete precedence abstractions based on their
density are given. Second, it is shown that contractions are not dense, making their
algorithmic detection very dicult. And third, an additional structural requirement for
contractions is derived to ensure their complete timestamping.

1 Introduction
Debugging distributed applications is commonly thought to be very dicult, see Cheung
et al.[8]. One of the problems is that distributed applications are inherently more complex
than sequential ones, see for example Mullender[22]. This problem is usually dealt with by
debugging at di erent levels of abstraction. Bates[4], for example, proposes an approach in
which users formulate abstract events in a bottom{up fashion to model the behaviour of a
distributed application. Similar approaches are proposed by a number of researchers, for
example Hseush and Kaiser[12] or Lumpp et al.[21].
The distributed applications we are interested in match the model shown in Figure 1. A
distributed application consists of a number of autonomous and sequential processes, cooperating to achieve a common goal. Cooperation includes both communication and synchronization and is achieved by the exchange of messages. Both synchronous and asynchronous
message passing is allowed. The communication channels may or may not have FIFO property. Processes can be created and terminated dynamically. It follows that distributed
applications have a number of characteristics that pose a special challenge to any debugging e ort, such as parallelism, non{deterministic execution, lack of a global component,
signi cant and variable communication delays, and a tendency towards large size, see also
Garcia{Molina et al.[10] or Joyce et al.[15]. Typically, the focus of attention in distributed
debugging is on processes and their relationship (communication, creation), see Cheung et
al.[6]. To debug any of the sequential processes, the use of a traditional sequential debugger
is proposed.
A distributed debugger can be based on either events or states. The state of a process is the
sum of the values of all its variables plus the information managed by the operating system
on behalf of this process (register values, message bu ers, etc.). The state of a distributed
application is the union of all process states. Events are entities which cause changes to
states, such as assigning a value to a variable or creating a new process. They are atomic,
transforming one state into another. Debuggers for sequential applications are typically
based on a state model. For distributed applications, however, event{based models have
been shown to be more appropriate for a number of reasons, see for example Cheung[7] or
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Figure 1: Model of a distributed application
Lin and LeBlanc[20]. Two di erent views of the execution behaviour based on events can
be identi ed: the process view and the temporal view.1 Figure 2 illustrates these.
temporal view

event
process
time

process view

Figure 2: Process view and temporal view
The process view focuses on the process structure of a distributed application. It describes
which processes communicate with one another. This structure is usually displayed as a
graph, with nodes representing processes and edges representing communication links. Such
displays are used in a number of distributed debuggers, see for example Hough and Cuny[11]
or LeBlanc et al.[19]. This view is useful for debugging changes in the process structure
and for detecting erroneous interactions among processes. But due to the absence of time
in this view, complex event sequences are hard to depict and consequently to debug.
1

The following discussion is based on Cheung [7, p. 32 ]
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The temporal view explicitly includes the notion of time. It focuses on the relative ordering
of events and how events occur over a period of time. This view is typically depicted by
a two{dimensional process{time diagram in which one dimension represents processes and
the other dimension represents time. Examples of debuggers using this view can be found
in Fowler et al.[9], Stone[25], or LeBlanc et al.[19]. The temporal view can be used to
visualize regular communication patterns, to detect deadlocks, or to locate race situations.
But it is harder to identify missing or extraneous messages since the neighbourhood of the
error must be identi ed in time. Therefore, these two views are not exclusive but rather
complementary to each other.
This paper examines some of the issues involved in event abstraction. A treatment of some
of the issues involved in process abstraction can be found in Kunz and Taylor[17] or Kunz
et al.[16]. The paper is organized as follows. The next section de nes the basic relations
among events. Section 3 discusses the notion of timestamps. Section 4 outlines the problem
of proper event abstraction. It has been shown earlier (see Cheung[7] and Summers[27])
that only abstract events with speci c structural properties guarantee proper abstraction.
At a general level, abstract events are sets of more primitive events and Section 5 generalizes
the basic relations among events to relations among sets of events. Section 6 examines one
speci c event set structure in more detail, the complete precedence abstraction. Section 7
deals with a second speci c event set structure, the contraction. The last section summarizes
our results and nishes with an outlook on further work.
Unless otherwise de ned, this paper uses the following notation. Lower{case emphasized
characters denote events (such as a; b; etc.), upper{case emphasized letters (A; B; : : :) denote
sets of events.

2 Events and Relations among Events
De nition 1 (\happened before" relation, see Lamport[18])

The happened before relation, denoted !, on a set of events is the smallest relation satisfying
the following three conditions:
1. If a and b are events in the same process, and a comes before b, then a ! b
2. If a is the sending of a message by a process and b is the receipt of the same message
by another process, then a ! b
3. If a ! b and b ! c then a ! c
Events describing process creation and termination are incorporated into this model as
follows. Process termination is an internal event. Process creation, on the other side,
involves two events, one in the process that creates another process and one in the process
that is created. These two events are treated like send and receive events of a message from
creating process to the process being created, see also Figure 1.
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The ! relation induces a partial order on the set of events. This relation is of particular
importance for the analysis of distributed applications. An event a cannot in uence another
event b if it does not happen before that event. The ! relation captures the notion of
potential causality and the partial order induced by ! is sometimes referred to as causality
order or causality graph.
! as introduced by Lamport is irre exive. However, to facilitate the following discussions,
we follow the approach taken by Summers[27, p. 23] and de ne ! to be a re exive relation:
for any event a, a ! a.

De nition 2 (Event equality)

Two events a and b are equal (a = b) i they are identical.

De nition 3 (Concurrent events)

Two events a and b are concurrent (ajjb) i a 6! b ^ b 6! a.
The ! relation is not de ned for synchronous events. To indicate that two distinct events a
and b are synchronous, we will use the notation a $ b. There are two possibilities to de ne
! relation for two synchronous events.

De nition 4 (! and synchronous communication 1)

Let a and b be two distinct synchronous events, e.g. a $ b. The following holds for all other
events:
1. 8c : c ! a ) c ! b
2. 8d : a ! d ) b ! d

De nition 5 (! and synchronous communication 2)
Let a and b be two distinct synchronous events, e.g. a $ b. Than the following holds:
a ! b ^ b ! a.
The second de nition violates the anti{symmetry property. Consequently, partial order
theory is no longer applicable. With the rst de nition, however, it becomes impossible to
distinguish two synchronous events either from two unrelated events or from two partially
ordered events (see Summers[27, p. 53]). Since such distinctions are essential for the analysis
and debugging of a distributed application, the second de nition is used throughout this
paper.
It is sometimes convenient to distinguish the immediate predecessor(s) or successor(s) from
all events preceding or succeeding a speci c event b. A rst attempt to de ne an immediately
precedes relation could be similar to:
An event a immediately precedes an event b, denoted a 7! b, i
a ! b^ 6 9c : a ! c ! b ^ c 6= a ^ c 6= b
Unfortunately, the cycles introduced by synchronous events prevent that 7! ts the intuition
of immediate predecessor/successor, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Problems with the de nition of 7!
Neither is d 7! c (since d ! a ! c) nor is c 7! e (since c ! b ! e). But Best and Randell[5,
p. 97{98] give a de nition for 7! in the presence of cycles that ts the intuition: let ; be
a relation with
1. If a and b are events in the same process, and a comes immediately before b, then

a;b
2. If a is the sending of a message by a process and b is the receipt of the same message
by another process, then a ; b
3. If a and b are synchronous events (a $ b), then a ; b ^ b ; a

! is the re exive transitive closure of ;. A sequence (e0; : : :; en) is called a path from e0
to en i 80  i < n : ei ; ei+1 . A path from e to e is called a proper extension of another
path from e to e i the former contains the same events in the same order as the latter,
and besides also at least one other event. In the diagram above, (d; a; d; c), for example, is a
proper extension of (d; c). A path is maximal i it cannot be properly extended. (d; a; d; c)
0

0

is such a maximal path. Furthermore, all causality graphs under consideration must satisfy
the property that every path can be extended to a maximal path. This, according to Best
and Randell, is always guaranteed for nite graphs (and causality graphs of a nite execution
are always nite). Now we have all the tools necessary to de ne an immediate successor
and an immediate predecessor.

De nition 6 (\immediate predecessor/successor")

e is an immediate predecessor (immediate successor) of e , denoted e 7! e (e 7! e) i there
exists a maximal path (e0; : : :; en) in which e and e are neighbours, i.e. e = ei ^ e = ei+1
(e = ei ^ e = ei+1 ) for some i 2 f0; : : :; n ? 1g.
0

0

0

0

0

0

Note that this de nition also implies a 7! b ) a 6= b. This is because the ; relation is
irre exive.

De nition 7 (Special event \start")

The event start is a special event with start ! a for all events a.

De nition 8 (Special event \stop")

The event stop is a special event with a ! stop for all events a.
6

3 Timestamping Events
Each event is assigned a timestamp, usually an integer or a vector of integers. These
timestamps are used to determine the ! relation among events quickly (instead of tracing a
path through the causality graph). Typically, timestamping techniques consist of two parts,
a timestamping algorithm and a timestamp test. The algorithm describes how to assign
timestamps to events and the timestamp test is used to determine the precedence relation.
An ideal timestamping method will have the following characteristics (see Summers[27,
p. 24{25]):
1. Timestamps should be assignable when an event occurs. If a timestamp algorithm
requires that all events occur before events can be timestamped, it is not useful.
2. Information that needs to be passed between processes should follow the actual message ow of the system. Timestamps are supposed to record the precedence relationships in the system. If the timestamp algorithm adds extra synchronization to the
system by passing additional messages, it will distort the actual synchronization of
the system.
3. Timestamps should be as small as possible. Since timestamps must be stored, manipulated, and in some cases, passed between processes, the smaller they are, the
better.
4. The timestamp tests should be simple and fast.
5. Timestamp algorithms should also be simple and use as little overhead as possible.

De nition 9 (Timestamping algorithm)

Each event e is assigned a timestamp Te . Te is an integer vector of size n, where n is the
number of processes.2 The functions min and max on vector timestamps create a new vector
that gets assigned the minimum or maximum components values of all parameter vectors.
The following algorithm (Summers[27, p. 57{58], algorithm 2.8.2) is used to determine Te:
1. Initialize each local clock with C [p] = 1, where p is the current process, and C [x] = 0
in the other positions x.
2. Update the local clock by adding 2 to C [p] if the previous event in p is an asynchronous
send event. Increment C [p] by 1 if the event is a synchronous communication event
or any other type of event.
3. If the event e is an asynchronous send event, set the timestamp Te to the current
clock value C . Include a copy of the current clock value with the message being sent:
Tsent = C .
A vector is chosen for ease of notation and reasons of eciency. Implementing this timestamping
algorithm with vectors typically requires that either the maximal number of processes is known a priori or
limited by a known constant. If this is not the case, the vector can be replaced by a set of 2{tuples. Each
tuple represents one vector element, with one tuple element describing the vector position and the other
tuple element containing the corresponding value.
2
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4. If the event e is an asynchronous receive event, calculate the timestamp using the
current clock C and the timestamp Tsent received from process q as follows:
Tsent[q] = Tsent[q] + 1
C = max(C; Tsent)
Te = C
5. If the event e is a synchronous communication event, send a copy of the current clock
value C to the partner event. The timestamp of the current event e is calculated
using the current clock vector C and the timestamp sent by the partner event Tsent
as follows:
C = max(C; Tsent)
Te = C
6. If the event e does not involve communication, set Te = C .

Theorem 1 (Timestamp test)
 Timestamp Test 1:
a ! b i Ta [i]  Tb[i] for all timestamp vector elements i.
 Timestamp Test 2:
a ! b i Ta [p]  Tb [p], where event a occurs in process p.
Proof:

See Summers[27, p. 49]

4 Proper Abstractions
4.1 The Problems
Each execution of a distributed application produces a stream of process creation, process
termination, and interprocess communication events. Among these events, the ! relation
captures the notion of causality (only events that precede an event a can in uence this
event), a central notion for debugging purposes. Event abstractions are formed by grouping
sets of events into one abstract event. Successively grouping these events into even higher{
level abstract events creates a hierarchy of event abstractions, see Figure 4.
There are two dicult problems involved in the abstraction process. The rst, as yet
unsolved, problem has to do with the semantics of these abstractions. The following quote
illustrates this problem:
To understand and correct the source of an error, the programmer needs to observe not just the progress of the machine, but how well the target problem is
being solved. A debugger should capture the problem{solving strategy : : : Debugging tools are needed precisely because it is so dicult to understand parallel
8
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Figure 4: A hierarchy of event abstractions
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execution. The challenge for debugger developers is how to reformulate the raw
execution data into a meaningful representation of overall program behavior.3
The second problem deals with the correct representation of overall program behaviour and
has already been addressed by Cheung[7] and Summers[27] as well as Zernik et al.[29]. This
paper follows the solution proposed by the rst two authors, the alternative solution is
shortly discussed in the last section. Arbitrary abstractions may not re ect the ! relation
between events correctly at higher abstraction levels. We de ne a violation of the ! relation
as follows (for a similar de nition, see Cheung[7]):

De nition 10 (Violation of the ! relation)
The ! relation is violated at a higher abstraction level, i there exist ! relations among
(abstract) events that do not exist at the lowest level. Furthermore, the ! relation is also
violated if structural properties are violated.

For an abstraction operation to be meaningful, it has to capture several attributes and
structural properties of the original graph, see also Zernik and Rudolph[28]. This means, for
example, that the abstraction levels have to correctly re ect the causal order among events.
So here we address the problem of correctly representing the overall program behaviour at
di erent levels of abstraction, whereas the rst problem addresses meaningful representation
(which, at the very least, should be correct as well).

4.2 Violations of ! and Solution
Two distinct cases may happen that violate the causal order. These two cases are presented
in Figures 5 and 6, similar examples can be found in Cheung[7, p. 103{105].
A
P1

P2
B

Figure 5: Violation 1: Introduction of a cycle
In Figure 5, a cycle between the abstract events A and B is introduced. This is only a
violation when dealing with purely asynchronous systems in which the ! relation is acyclic.
In systems with synchronous message passing, cycles exist already anyway and it could be
argued that A and B are in fact synchronous abstract events.
3

Pancake[24, p. 278]
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Figure 6: Violation 2: Spurious additional ! relations
In Figure 6, the following holds at the rst abstraction level: a ! A ^ A ! b ) a ! b. This
precedence relation, however, does not exist at the lowest abstraction level. The occurrence
of these additional spurious precedence relations is frequently ignored. Ahuja et al.[3], for
example, de ne basic units of a distributed computation as one possible event abstraction.
They also de ne a precedence relation among these basic units. Figure 7 gives an example
of such units.
l1
P1
l2
P2
l3
P3

P4

Figure 7: Basic units with spurious additional ! relations
Here, we have l1 ! l2 ^ l2 ! l3 ) l1 ! l3. There are, however, no events in l1 that precede
any event in l3 and l1 ! l3 does not hold at the lowest level of abstraction.
Cheung[7] and Summers[27] showed that abstract events with speci c structures guarantee
proper abstraction, e.g. do not violate the ! relation. The two most general structures
presented in Summers[27], complete precedence abstractions and contractions, are discussed
in more detail later.

4.3 The Complexity of Automatic Abstract Event Recognition
Ultimately, we are interested in analyzing the event stream generated by the execution of a
distributed application to automatically derive abstractions. Abstract events are essentially
sets of more primitive events. Therefore, an automatic event abstraction algorithm will
generate event sets and check whether a particular event set is suited as abstraction.
11

Two related problems have to be dealt with when abstracting events: correct and meaningful
representation of overall program behaviour. As already pointed out, we know that only
event sets with certain structural properties guarantee proper abstraction. Therefore, the
following basic event abstraction algorithm is proposed. First, generate only event sets
that allow for correct program behaviour representation (e.g. ful ll the known structural
properties). Second, decide whether this event set is also a meaningful representation of the
program behaviour.
Arbitrarily generating event sets is very expensive. In a system with only 20 events, for
example, 4845 di erent event sets of size 4 exist, many of which do not qualify as correct,
let alone meaningful, abstraction. Executing real applications produces event streams with
thousands of events. An important question to be addressed is how to reduce the number
of event sets generated without ignoring relevant event sets.

5 Event Sets and Relations among Event Sets
Abstract events are sets of more primitive events. This section introduces some new terms
related to event sets such as input and output events. Furthermore, the relations among
events de ned in Section 2 are generalized to relations among event sets.

De nition 11 (Input events)

An event iA is an input event for a set of events A i iA 2 A^((9b 62 A : b 7! iA)_start 7! iA ).
I A is the set of all input events of A.

De nition 12 (Output events)

An event oA is an output event for a set of events A i oA 2 A ^ ((9b 62 A : oA 7! b) _ oA 7!
stop). OA is the set of all output events of A.

De nition 13 (\happened before" among event sets)
The happened before relation ! between two sets of events A1 and A2 is de ned in terms
of the ! relation between events as follows: A1 ! A2 i there is at least one event a1 2 A1
and at least one event a2 2 A2 for which a1 ! a2 (see also the discussion in Summers[27,
p. 117{120]).

De nition 14 (\immediately precedes" among event sets)
The immediately precedes relation 7! between two sets of events A1 and A2 is de ned in
terms of the 7! relation between events as follows: A1 7! A2 i there is at least one output
event oA and at least one input event iA for which oA 7! iA .
De nition 15 (Synchronous event sets)
Two event sets A1 and A2 are said to be synchronous, denoted A1 $ A2 , i
A1 ! A 2 ^ A 2 ! A 1 .
De nition 16 (Concurrent event sets)
Two event sets A1 and A2 are concurrent (A1jjA2), i A1 6! A2 ^ A2 6! A1 .
1

2

1
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Conceptually, there is no di erence between a simple event e and the event set feg. Therefore, the above relations also hold between events and event sets, interpreting events as
event sets that contain only this event.

6 Complete Precedence Abstractions
The rst, more restrictive, abstract event structure that allows for proper abstractions is the
complete precedence abstraction. This section discusses this structure in more detail. Particularly, it is shown how an automatic tool can check for the existence of such abstractions
in an ecient way.

6.1 De nitions

De nition 17 (Complete precedence abstraction)

A set E of events is called a complete precedence abstraction i 8iE ; oE : iE ! oE .
Complete precedence abstractions E can be assigned timestamps TE such that the following
holds: E1 ! E2 , TE1  TE2 .

De nition 18 (Timestamping a complete precedence abstraction)

The timestamp of a complete precedence abstraction E , denoted TE , can be calculated from
the timestamps of its output events oE as follows: TE = min(ToE ) where min is a vector
operation that sets each vector element to the smallest value of the vector parameters (see
Summers[27, p. 138]).

During the bottom{up construction of an event abstraction hierarchy, overlapping complete
precedence abstractions or frequently encountered. Given that abstract events should not
overlap, an important question is whether the union of two overlapping complete precedence
abstractions is again a complete precedence abstraction. As the example in Figure 8 shows,
this is not always the case.
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Figure 8: A [ B is not a complete precedence abstraction
Both A and B are complete precedence abstractions. But A [ B is not, since the input
event v does not precede the output event u: v 6! u.

6.2 Density
The de nitions and theorems in this section show that the number of event sets generated
and examined by an event set generator can be reduced drastically. This is achieved by
ensuring that the inclusion of an additional event to an arbitrary event set does not violate
the density property of complete precedence abstractions.

Theorem 2 (Density of complete precedence abstractions)

A complete precedence abstraction E is dense:
8a; b 2 E : a ! c ! b ) c 2 E _ 9l 2 E : c $ l.

Proof: (by contradiction)

Assume E is a complete precedence abstraction and 9c 62 E : a ! c ! b^ 6 9l 2 E : c $ l
Let p 2 E be a closest predecessor of c : a ! p 7! p ! c ^ p 62 E
) p is an output event for E
Let s 2 E be a closest successor of c : c ! s 7! s ! b ^ s 62 E
) s is an input event for E
We have p ! c ! s. Two cases have to be distinguished:
0

0

(i) p 6= s
) p ! s but NOT s ! p (p 6= s)
) E is not a complete precedence abstraction
) Contradiction
(ii) p = s

) p ! c^c! p
) p $ c ^ c 62 E ^ p 2 E
) 9p 2 E : p $ c ^ c 62 E
) Contradiction

14
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0

The density property is a very strong structural property, drastically reducing the number
of event sets that have to be examined by an event abstraction algorithm. Consider the
example shown in Figure 9.
a

b

c

P1
e

d

f

j

P2
g

h

i

P3

Figure 9: Example demonstrating the reduction in generated event sets
In this example, 36 distinct event sets of size 3 containing the event a exist. However,
only the following 6 event sets are dense: fa; b; dg, fa; d; eg, fa; d; g g, fa; d; hg, fa; d; ig and
fa; g; hg. The event set A = fa; e; f g, for example, is not dense: a ! d ! e ^ a; e 2 A; d 62 A.
To exploit this property, an event set generator could proceed as follows. Starting with
an event set of size n, event sets of size n + 1 are formed by adding an event from one of
the following three sets: immediate predecessors of events in the set that are not itself in
the set, immediate successors of events in the set not yet in the set, or events concurrent
to all events in the set. While this algorithm creates not only dense event sets, it reduces
the number of generated event sets drastically while still creating all dense event sets and
therefore all event sets that are complete precedence abstractions. A further method to
reduce the number of event sets generated for complete precedence abstractions will be
discussed next.

De nition 19 (Loosely linked successor)

Let E be a complete precedence abstraction and a an event not in E but direct successor to
an event in E : 9e 2 E : e 7! a ^ a 62 E . Such an event a is called a loosely linked successor
i 9k 62 E; b 2 E : b ! k 7! a.

De nition 20 (Loosely linked predecessor)

Let E be a complete precedence abstraction and a an event not in E but direct predecessor
to an event in E : 9e 2 E : a 7! e ^ a 62 E . Such an event a is called a loosely linked
predecessor i 9k 62 E; b 2 E : a 7! k ! b.
The terms loosely linked successor/predecessor were chosen to intuitively imply the results
presented in the following theorems. Adding a loosely linked successor/predecessor to an
arbitrary set of events will lead to event sets that are not dense and therefore no complete
precedence abstractions.

Theorem 3 (Incremental construction, no synchronous events)

Assume a system without synchronous events. Let E be a set of events of size n and event a
be a loosely linked successor or predecessor. The union E [fag is not a complete precedence
15

abstraction of size n+1.

Proof: (follows directly from theorem 2)
Let E = E [ fag.
0

1. Assume a is a loosely linked successor
) 9k 62 E; b 2 E : b ! k 7! a. With a; b 2 E ; k 62 E , it follows directly that E is
not a complete precedence abstraction (there are no synchronous events).
2. Assume a is a loosely linked predecessor
) 9k 62 E; b 2 E : a 7! k ! b. With a; b 2 E ; k 62 E , it follows directly that E is
not a complete precedence abstraction (there are no synchronous events).
0

0

0

0

0

0

The absence of any synchronous events is essential. Otherwise, the scenario shown in Figure
10 may occur.
k
P1
e

i

P2
a
b

j

P3

Figure 10: Necessity of absence of synchronous events

a is a loosely linked successor of the set fb; e; i; jg, since e 7! a and b ! k 7! a. However,
fa; b; e; i; jg is a valid complete precedence abstraction. An additional requirement allows
for the elimination of many otherwise created event sets: a 6$ k.
Theorem 4 (Incremental construction, including synchronous events)
Let E be a set of events of size n and event a be a loosely linked successor (predecessor),
e.g.: 9e; b 2 E; k 62 E : e 7! a ^ b ! k 7! a (9e; b 2 E; k 62 E : a 7! e ^ a 7! k ! b). The
union E [ fag is no complete precedence abstraction of size n+1 unless a $ k.

Proof:

Let E = E [ fag.
0

1. Assume a is a loosely linked successor
Let p 2 E be a closest successor of b : b ! p 7! p ! k ^ p 62 E
With p 7! p ! k 7! a four cases have to be distinguished:
 a = p ^ p = k impossible: p 2 E; a 62 E ) a 6= p
 a 6= p ^ a = p = k impossible: k 7! a ) k 6= a
0

0

0

0
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0

 a 6= p ^ a = p ^ a 6= k impossible: p ! k 7! a ^ a 6! k ) a 6= p
 a 6= p ^ a 6= p ) p 62 E ^ p 6= a ) p 62 E
) a 6= p ^ p 62 E
) p is an output event of both E and of E :
a is an input event of E (k 7! a ^ k 62 E ).
p ! k 7! a ) a 6! p
a 6! p ^ a =
6 p ) a 6! p
) E is no complete precedence abstraction.
2. Assume a is a loosely linked predecessor
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof similar to above.

This additional requirement is sucient but not necessary, as the example in Figure 11
shows.
k

n

P1
e

i

P2
b

a

m

j

P3

Figure 11: a 6$ k is no necessary requirement
As in the previous example, a is a loosely linked successor of fb; e; i; j g. Here, a $ k, but
the set fa; b; e; i; j g is no complete precedence abstraction, since the input event i does not
precede the output event a. However, the condition a 6$ k is sucient and can easily be
checked within a program, reducing the number of event sets generated and later analyzed
substantially.

7 Contractions
This section discusses the second abstract event structure guaranteeing proper abstraction.
This structure is weaker than the one discussed in the previous chapter and therefore allows for greater exibility in the construction of abstract events. However, abstract events
satisfying this structure are harder to identify algorithmically. Furthermore, special care is
necessary when timestamping these abstract events.
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7.1 De nition
The concept of a contraction has been de ned in a number of papers, using di erent notations and slightly di erent semantics. The last de nition comes from Summers[27], based
upon work done by Best and Randell[5] and Cheung[7]. He adds an additional requirement
to correct a potential violation of the ! relation possible with the previous de nitions. The
following paragraphs repeat the de nitions in Summers[27] for the sake of completeness.

De nition 21 (Input point)

An input point InA of a set of events A is a subset of the set of input events I A. The indices are
used to di erentiate between multiple input points. An input point that contains multiple
input events is called multi{threaded, otherwise single{threaded. Typically, we assume
that
S
A
A
A
all input events belong to exactly one input point: In \ Im = ; for n 6= m and In = I A .

De nition 22 (Output point)

An output point OnA of a set of events A is a subset of the set of output events OA . The indices
are used to di erentiate between multiple output points. An output point that contains
multiple output events is called multi{threaded, otherwise single{threaded. Typically, we
assume
that all output events belong to exactly one output point: OnA \ OmA = ; for n 6= m
S
and OnA = OA .

De nition 23 (Contraction)

A set A of events is a contraction i , for every possible pair of an input point InA and an
output point OmA , there exists an input event iA 2 InA and an output event oA 2 OmA such
that iA ! oA .

De nition 24 (Connection rules)

Contractions are properly connected and can be considered abstract events if
1. All input events in a multi{threaded input point are immediately preceded by output
events in single{threaded output points. All of the output events that immediately
precede the input events in the input point must also belong to the same contraction.
2. All output events in a multi{threaded output point precede input events in single{
threaded input points. All of the input events must also belong to the same contraction.

Single{threaded output points can precede single{threaded input points.

7.2 Connection Rules and Trace Borders
For complete precedence abstractions, the pseudo{events start and stop were introduced to
deal with abstractions that start/end at the trace border. Without these pseudo{events, it
would be possible to characterize arbitrary event sets as complete precedence abstractions at
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the trace borders. An event set including the rst events for some processes would have no
input points and would therefore not violate the complete precedence abstraction property.
For contractions, the pseudo{events start and stop are still useful in identifying input and
output events. However, what connection rules should be applied to connect abstractions
with start or stop? If these pseudo{events were to be de ned as multi{threaded interface
points, the rst contractions in the event trace would have to start with single{threaded
input points. Similarly, the last contractions would have to end in single{threaded output
points.
This, however, is too rigid. Figure 12 gives an example of an event stream where no
contractions could be identi ed although we would like to form the two contractions E1 and
E2 .
E1

E2

P1

P2
P3

Figure 12: Restrictiveness of border connection rules
Process P2 is a client process that calls the server processes P1 and P3 exactly once to do
some work. The two contractions E1 and E2 model this repeated pattern, each describing a
unit of work. However, with the above assumption that start and stop are multi{threaded
interface points, these two contractions cannot be formed. E1 and E2 are contractions
that have either one multi{threaded input or output point. Since the connection rules
forbid to connect events in multi{threaded interface points, either E1 and E2 both have a
multi{threaded input point or they both have a multi{threaded output point. In case they
both have a multi{threaded input point, E1 would con ict with the connection rule again,
connecting input events in its multi{threaded input point with the multi{threaded interface
point start. Similarly, if both contractions have a multi{threaded output point, E2 would
con ict with the connection rule, connecting output events in its multi{threaded output
point with the multi{threaded interface point stop. Therefore, we allow the interface points
start and stop to connect to both single{threaded and multi{threaded input/output points.

7.3 Density of Contractions
Theorem 5 (Density of contractions)

Assume a nite asynchronous system (e.g. no synchronous events exist). A properly connected contraction E is dense: 8a; b 2 E : a ! c ! b ) c 2 E .
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Proof: (by contradiction)
Assume 9c 2 E =
6 E:a!c!b
Let p 2 E be a closest predecessor of c : a ! p 7! p ! c ^ p 62 E
) p is an output event for E
Let s 2 E be a closest successor of c : c ! s 7! s ! b ^ s 62 E
) s is an input event for E
We have p ! c ! s with p =
6 s (no synchronous events).
p ! s but NOT s ! p (p =
6 s)
) s 2 ImE ^ p 2 OnE ^ (j ImE j> 1_ j OnE j> 1)
Assume that p 2 OnE with j OnE j> 1
) 9p 2 OnE : s ! p (otherwise, ImE 6! OnE and E is no contraction)
) 9p 2 E : c ! p ^ p =
6 p
Connection rules: p 7! c 2 IkE ^ j IkE j= 1
) 9c; c 2 E ; p 2 E : c ! p ! c ^ c =6 c
) recursion, E and E contain in nite many events
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Contradiction: there is only a nite number of events
In case synchronous events are allowed, contractions may violate the density property formulated in Theorem 2 for complete precedence abstractions in the presence of synchronous
events: 8a; b 2 E : a ! c ! b ) c 2 E _ 9i 2 E : c $ i, see Figure 13.
c

e

P1
E3

E1
E4

P2
a
b
P3
E2

Figure 13: A contraction that is not dense: E2

E1 = fc; eg; I1E1 = fcg; I2E1 = feg; O1E1 = feg
E2 = fa; bg; I1E2 = fag; I2E2 = fbg; O1E2 = fa; bg
E3 and E4 are contractions with single{threaded output and input points.
E1; E2; E3 and E4 are connected properly: all events in the only multi{threaded interface
point, O1E2 , are connected to single{threaded input points in both E1 and E4. We have
a ! c ! b with a; b 2 E2 ^ c 62 E2 and 6 9i 2 E2 : i $ c.

The last example also shows that the incremental detection of minimal abstractions is more
dicult for contractions than for complete precedence abstractions. Starting from the event
a, for example, event b is never added to the event set before both c and e are added as well.
However, the two subsets fc; eg and fa; bg already form contractions. Even if E1 is formed
before E2 , any set containing a and b contains also E1. To detect a non{dense contraction
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with a minimal number of events such as E2, subsets of the event set under consideration
have to be checked as well.
Alternatively, one could postulate that only dense abstractions capture the intuitive notion
of a \unit of work". An analysis algorithm would then only identify E1; E3, and E4 as dense
contractions of minimal size.

7.4 Timestamping Contractions
7.4.1 Timestamping Algorithm
De nition 25 (Timestamp of a contraction)

The timestamp TE of a contraction E is calculated by the following two{part algorithm:
1. Timestamps TOnE are calculated for each output point OnE using the timestamps of the
output events: TOnE = max(ToE ) where oE 2 OnE .
2. The timestamp TE of the contraction E is calculated from the timestamps of the
output points: TE = min(TOnE )

(see Summers[27, p. 139])

7.4.2 Incompleteness of Timestamping Algorithm
Unfortunately, the timestamps calculated with the above algorithm are similar to Lamport[18] timestamps: E1 ! E2 ) TE1  TE2 , but the converse is not necessarily true.
Using the timestamps to derive the precedence relation is not possible, as shown in the
somewhat elaborated example of Figure 14.
a

b

P1

E1

f

e

g

E2

P2
c

d

P3
h

Figure 14: Examples for timestamping problems

E1 = fa; b; c; d; eg; I1E1 = fag; I2E1 = fcg; O1E1 = fbg; O2E1 = feg
E2 = ff; gg; I1E2 = ff; gg; O1E2 = ff g; O2E2 = fgg

The timestamps for the events are:
Ta = (1; 0; 0); Tb = (3; 2; 0); Tc = (0; 1; 0); Td = (2; 3; 0); Te = (2; 4; 0)
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Tf = (4; 2; 0); Tg = (2; 6; 0); Th = (2; 5; 1)

Using the timestamp algorithm for contractions, the following timestamps are derived for
the two contractions E1 and E2:
TE1 = min(Tb; Te) = min((3; 2; 0); (2; 4; 0)) = (2; 2; 0)
TE2 = min(Tf ; Tg) = min((4; 2; 0); (2; 6; 0)) = (2; 2; 0)
According to the de nition of !, E2 6! E1 ; E2 6! h
According to the timestamp test, however, E2 ! E1; E2 ! h
Figure 14 contains two separate timestamping problems. First, the timestamps of concurrent (abstract) events are comparable, as in the case of E2 and h (problem 1). Second, the
timestamps of two comparable but non-synchronous (abstract) events are identical, as in
the case of E1 and E2 (problem 2).
A simple argument, enumerating all possibilites, shows that these two problems are the only
ones that can occur, given that E1 ! E2 ) TE1  TE2 holds:

 TE < TE : Either E1 ! E2 (okay) or E1jjE2 (problem 1). E2 ! E1 and E1 6! E2 is
impossible, since this would imply TE  TE .
 TE = TE : Either E1 $ E2 (okay) or E2 ! E1 and E1 6! E2 (problem 2) or E1jjE2
1

2

1

1

2

2

(problem 1).
 TE1 is incomparable to TE2 : E1jjE2 (okay). If either E1 ! E2 or E2 ! E1, the
timestamps TE1 and TE2 are comparable under the above assumption.

De nition 26 (Incomplete and complete timestamping)

A timestamping algorithm is incomplete if E1 ! E2 ) TE1  TE2 but not TE1  TE2 )
E1 ! E2. If E1 ! E2 , TE1  TE2 , the timestamping algorithm is called complete.
The following paragraphs address the problem of complete contraction timestamping. Discussing more and more complex scenarios, a general criteria is derived that guarantees
complete timestamping.

7.4.3 Contractions and Simple Events
In a rst step, we look at the situation where one contraction is formed from simple events
and compared to simple events only. Later paragraphs will expand the discussion to the
construction of contractions from simple and abstract events and to comparisons between
contraction timestamps.

Lemma 1

Let E be a contraction and b an arbitrary event, occurring in process j .
b ! OnE i Tb[j ]  TOnE [j ].

Proof:
b ! OnE , 9oE 2 OnE : b ! oE
, 9oE 2 OnE : Tb[j ]  ToE [j ] (timestamp test 2)
, Tb[j ]  max(ToE [j ]) = TOnE [j ]
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Corollary 1

Let E be a contraction and b an arbitrary event, occurring in process j .
b 6! OnE i TOnE [j ] < Tb[j ].

Lemma 2

Let E be a contraction and b be an arbitrary event that occurs in process j .
If 8OnE : b ! OnE then Tb[j ]  TE [j ].

Proof:
) 8OnE : Tb[j ]  TOnE [j ] (see lemma 1)
) Tb[j ]  min(TOnE [j ]) = TE [j ]
Lemma 3

Let E be a contraction and b an arbitrary event, occurring in process j .
If b 6! E then TE [j ] < Tb[j ].

Proof:
b 6! E ) 8e 2 E : b 6! e
) 8OnE : 8oE 2 OnE : b 6! oE
) 8OnE : b 6! OnE
) 8OnE : TOnE [j ] < Tb[j ] (see corollary 1)
) TE [j ] = min(TOnE [j ]) < Tb[j ]
Lemma 4

Let E be a contraction and a and b arbitrary events.
If ajjb ^ 8OnE : b ! OnE then E 6! a.

Proof: (by contradiction)
E ! a ) 9e 2 E : e ! a
) 9oE 2 E : e ! oE ! a
oE 2 OmE ) 8o E 2 OmE : o E ! a (connection rules)
b ! OmE ) 9o E 2 OmE : b ! o E
b ! o E ! a contradicts ajjb
Lemma 5
0

00

0

00

00

Let E be a contraction and a and b arbitrary events, occurring in processes p and j , respectively. If b 6! a ^ 8OnE : b ! OnE then Ta[j ] < TE [j ].

Proof:
b 6! a ) Ta[j ] < Tb [j ] (timestamp test 2)
8OnE : b ! OnE ) 8OnE : Tb[j ]  TOnE [j ] (lemma 1)
) Ta[j ] < Tb[j ]  TE [j ] = min(TOnE [j ])
Theorem 6 (Timestamp incomparability of concurrent events, one contraction)
Let E be a contraction and a be an event concurrent with E , occurring in process p. The
timestamps of E and a are guaranteed to be incomparable if and only if 9b : b 6! a ^ 8OnE :
b ! OnE .
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Proof:

(i) if:
Assume that event b exists and occurs in process j .
a 6! E ) TE [p] < Ta[p] ) Ta 6 TE (lemma 3)
b 6! a ^ 8OnE : b ! OnE ) Ta [j ] < TE [j ] ) Ta 6 TE (lemma 5)
ajjE ^ (Ta 6 TE ^ Ta 6 TE )
) timestamps of concurrent events are incomparable
(ii) only if (by contradiction):
Assume that timestamping is complete but not 9b : b 6! a ^ 8OnE : b ! OnE
Two possibilities: 6 9b : b 6! a or 9b : b 6! a ^ 9OnE : b 6! OnE

 6 9b : b 6! a: comparable timestamps
P1

x
E

P2

y

E = fx; yg; I1E = fx; yg; O1E = fxg; O2E = fyg
Tx = (1; 0; 0); Ty = (0; 1; 0); Ta = (0; 0; 1)
TE = min((1; 0; 0); (0; 1; 0)) = (0; 0; 0)
) ajjE ^ TE  Ta
 9b : b 6! a ^ 9OnE : b 6! OnE : comparable timestamps
P3

a

b

P1
x

E

P2
y

E = fx; yg; I1E = fx; yg; O1E = fxg; O2E = fyg; b 6! O2E
Tx = (1; 0; 0); Ty = (0; 1; 0); Ta = (0; 0; 1); Tb = (2; 0; 0)
TE = min((1; 0; 0); (0; 1; 0)) = (0; 0; 0)
) ajjE ^ TE  Ta
P3

a

Theorem 6 solves one of the two problems shown in Figure 14: E2jjh but TE2  Th . A
second problem potentially remains: E2 6! E1 but TE2 = TE1 . As the following lemma
shows, this problem cannot occur for simple events and properly connected contractions.

Lemma 6

Let E be a properly connected contraction and a 62 E an event. If a and E are not
synchronous events then Ta 6= TE .

Proof:

Theorem 6 shows that concurrent events have incomparable timestamps. We prove that

a ! E ^ E 6! a ) Ta 6= TE . The proof for E ! a ^ a 6! E ) Ta 6= TE is symmetrical.
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a ! E ) 9b 62 E : a ! b 7! E ) 9InE : a ! b 7! InE
E is a properly connected contraction: ) 8iE 2 InE : b 7! iE
Two cases have to be distinguished: b $ E or b ! E ^ E 6! b

 b$E
E 6! a ) a 6= b ) Ta < Tb
8iE 2 InE : b 7! iE ) 8iE 2 InE : Tb  TiE
E is contraction: 8InE ; OmE : 9iE 2 InE ; oE 2 OmE : iE ! oE
) 8OmE : TiE  TOmE
) T a < T b  T iE  T E
 b ! E ^ E 6! b
8iE 2 InE : b 7! iE ) 8iE 2 InE : Tb < TiE
E is contraction: 8InE ; OmE : 9iE 2 InE ; oE 2 OmE : iE ! oE
) 8OmE : TiE  TOmE
) T a  T b < T iE  T E
Theorem 7 (Sucient criteria for complete timestamping, one contraction)
Let E be a contraction and a 62 E be an event. The timestamping of the contraction E is
complete if and only if 9b : b 6! a ^ 8OnE : b ! OnE

Proof:

Theorem 6 shows that the timestamps of concurrent events are incomparable. Lemma 6
shows that the timestamps of di erent events are di erent (if the events are not synchronous). It follows that the timestamp test accurately re ects the ! relation.

7.4.4 Comparing Simple Contractions
Next, we discuss timestamps of contractions build from simple events only. Such contractions will be called simple contractions. Figure 14 shows that both timestamping problems
discussed above may occur when comparing the timestamps of simple contractions.

Theorem 8 (Timestamp incomparability of concurrent events, simple contractions)
Let E1 and E2 be two simple contractions with E1jjE2. The timestamps TE and TE are
guaranteed to be incomparable i 9b1; b2 : b1 6! E1 ^ 8OnE : b1 ! OnE ^ b2 6! E2 ^ 8OnE :
b2 ! OnE
2

1

Proof:

(i) If:
Let j be the process b1 occurs in and i be the process b2 occurs in
8e2 2 E2 : b2 6! e2 ) Te2 [j ] < TE1 [j ] (see lemma 5)
) TE2 [j ] < TE1 [j ]
8e1 2 E1 : b1 6! e1 ) Te1 [i] < TE2 [i] (see lemma 5)
) TE1 [i] < TE2 [i]
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2

1

2

1

) TE [j ] < TE [j ] ^ TE [i] < TE [i]
) The timestamps of two concurrent simple contractions are incomparable
2

1

1

2

(ii) Only if:
The same counterexamples given in the proof of theorem 6 show the need for at least b1 or
b2 to exist. Figure 15 shows that both b1 and b2 are necessary. E1 and E2 are both simple
contractions with one multi{threaded input point and two single{threaded output points.
In this gure, b1 does not exist and TE2 = (0; 0; 0; 0) < (2; 0; 0; 0) = TE1 .
P1
b

2

E1

P2
P3
E2
P4

Figure 15: b1 as well as b2 are necessary
This proof can easily be extended to more than two simple contractions. Also, a further
property of the \characteristic" events bi can be derived: bi jjbj for i 6= j (see lemma 7).
Maximally n events bi can be mutually concurrent at any point in time, where n is the
number of processes. It follows that at most n (simple) contractions can be concurrent
under the restriction that ensures incomparability of their timestamps. This, however, is
no limitation, since the maximal number of mutually concurrent (simple) contractions is n
anyway. This can be proved, for example, by noting that concurrent contractions consist
of events that occur in di erent processes only (since events within a process are totally
ordered, any two (simple) contractions that contain events from the same process cannot
be concurrent).

Lemma 7

Let E1 and E2 be two simple contractions with E1jjE2. If 9b1; b2 : b1 6! E1 ^ 8OnE2 : b1 !
OnE2 ^ b2 6! E2 ^ 8OnE1 : b2 ! OnE1 then b1jjb2.

Proof (by contradiction):
b1 ! b2 ) b1 ! E1 contradicts b1 6! E1
b2 ! b1 ) b2 ! E2 contradicts b2 6! E2
) b1jjb2

The following theorem ensures that the timestamps of two comparable simple contractions
are non{identical for non{synchronous contractions.
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Theorem 9 (Timestamp inequality for non{synchronous simple contractions)
Let E1 and E2 be two simple contractions with E1 ! E2 ^ E2 6! E1. TE < TE is guaranteed
if and only if 9a : a 6! E1 ^ 8OnE : a ! OnE .
Proof:
2

1

2

2

(i) If:
Summers already showed that E1 ! E2 ) TE1  TE2 .
Now we show that 9j : TE1 [j ] < TE2 [j ]. j is the process a occurs in.
8OnE2 : a ! OnE2 ) Ta[j ]  TE2 [j ] (see lemma 2)
a 6! E1 ) TE1 [j ] < Ta[j ] (see lemma 3)
) TE1 [j ] < Ta[j ]  TE2 [j ]
(ii) Only if (proof by contradiction):
Assume inequal timestamps but not 9a : a 6! E1 ^ 8OnE2 : a ! OnE2
) two possibilities: a ! E1 or 9OnE2 : a 6! OnE2 .

 a ! E1: equal timestamps possible
a

b

d

P1
E1

E2

P2

E1 = fb; cg; I1E1 = fbg; I2E1 = fcg; O1E1 = fbg; O2E1 = fcg
E2 = fd; eg; I1E2 = fd; eg; O1E2 = fdg; O2E2 = feg
Ta = (1; 1); Tb = (2; 1); Tc = (2; 1); Td = (3; 1); Te = (2; 2)
TE1 = (2; 1) = TE2
 9OnE2 : a 6! OnE2 : equal timestamps possible
b

c

e

a

d

P1
E1
P2

E2

e
E1 = fb; cg; I1E1 = fbg; I2E1 = fcg; O1E1
E
2
E2 = fd; eg; I1 = fd; eg; O1E2 = fdg; O2E2 = feg
Ta = (2; 1); Tb = (1; 1); Tc = (1; 1); Td = (3; 1); Te = (1; 2)
TE1 = (1; 1) = TE2
c

= fbg; O2E1 = fcg

The precondition of theorem 9 is similar to the precondition of theorem 8. A simple contraction that ful lls this precondition is called proper.

De nition 27 (\proper" contractions)

A simple contraction E1 is called proper with regard to another simple contraction E2 i
the following condition is ful lled: 9b : b 6! E2 ^ 8OnE1 : b ! OnE1 . The event b is called
characteristic event. Note that multiple such events might exist.

Theorem 10 (Sucient criteria for complete timestamping, simple contractions)

Let Ei be simple contractions. The timestamping of these contractions is complete if and
only if each Ei is proper with respect to all other contractions in the event stream that do
not succeed it.
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Proof:

Theorem 8 shows that the timestamps of concurrent simple contractions are incomparable for proper contractions. Theorem 9 shows that the timestamps of comparable non{
synchronous simple contractions are di erent if the succeeding simple contraction is proper
with respect to the preceding simple contraction. It follows that the timestamp test accurately re ects the ! relation.

7.4.5 Contractions and Abstract Events
Finally, we consider the case that contractions are build from previously formed contractions. Again, the two problems outlined above have to be addressed. In the previous
sections, the timestamp property of event timestamps expressed in timestamp test 2 was
repeatedly used in the proofs. Assume two events a and b, occurring in processes i and
j respectively. Then the following holds: a ! b , Ta[i]  Tb [i]. For concurrent events,
it follows that Tb[i] < Ta [i] ^ Ta [j ] < Tb[j ]. This property could be extended straightforward to event sets as follows: let E be an event set and P (E ) the set of processes
that contain events of E . For two concurrent event sets E1 and E2 it should be that
8i 2 P (E1) : TE2 [i] < TE1 [i] ^8j 2 P (E2) : TE1 [j ] < TE2 [j ]. But given the above timestamping algorithm for contractions, this is not even true for proper contractions, see Figure
16.
P1

E0

E1

P2
E2

P3

Figure 16: Counterexample for validity of timestamp property

E1 and E2 are concurrent, TE1 = (3; 1; 0), and TE2 = (1; 3; 1) (E1 has two single{threaded
output points and one multi{threaded input point). P2 2 P (E1) but TE1 [P2 ] < TE2 [P2 ].
One possible solution is to require that contraction timestamps have this modi ed timestamp
test 2 property discussed above. This is guaranteed for contractions with only single{
threaded input points, for example. In this case, all the previous proofs could be modi ed
to deal with sets of processes and the lemmata and theorems above still hold. But as the following discussion will show, proper timestamping of contractions can be guaranteed under
even weaker conditions.
So far, proper is de ned for simple contractions only. This de nition, however, can easily
be extended to cover all contractions by deleting simple in De nition 27. The following
lemmata prove useful properties of the timestamps of proper contractions at all levels of
abstractions. These properties are sucient to prove, similar to the preceding paragraphs,
what additional condition guarantees complete contraction timestamping.
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Lemma 8

Let E be a contraction and a an event, occurring in process p.
If a 6! E then TE [p] < Ta [p].

Proof (by induction):
Base: E is a contraction at abstraction level 1
) E is build from simple events only
) TE [p] < Ta[p] (see lemma 3)
Induction: Let TE [p] < Ta[p] for all contractions E up to abstraction level n.
0

0

Let E be a contraction at level n + 1:
a 6! E ) 8E 2 E : a 6! E
All the E are contractions at level i  n.
) 8OnE : 8O E 2 OnE : TO E [p] < Ta[p] (induction assumption)
) 8OnE : TOnE [p] = max(TO E [p]) < Ta[p]
) TE [p] = min(TOnE [p]) < Ta[p]
0

0

0

0

0

0

Lemma 9

Let E be a contraction and a be an event, occurring in process p.
If 8OnE : a ! OnE then Ta[p]  TE [p].

Proof (by induction):
Base: E is a contraction at abstraction level 1
) E is build from simple events only
) Ta[p]  TE [p] (see lemma 2)
Induction: Let Ta[p]  TE [p] for all contractions E up to level n if 8OkE : a ! OkE
0

0

0

0

Let E be a contraction at level n + 1:
8OnE : a ! OnE ) 8OnE : 9O E 2 OnE : a ! O E
O E is a contraction at level i  n, let us relabel O E with A:
a ! A ) 9IkA : 8iA 2 IkA : a ! iA (connection rules, see also Summer[27, p. 133]
9IkA : 8iA 2 IkA : a ! iA ) 8OmA : a ! OmA (structural property of a contraction)
) Ta[p]  TA[p] (induction assumption)
) 8OnE : Ta[p]  max(TO E ) = TOnE [p] ) Ta[p]  min(TOnE [p] = TE [p]
0

0

0

0

0

Theorem 11 (Timestamp incomparability of concurrent events)
Let E1 and E2 be two contractions with E1jjE2. The timestamps TE and TE are guaranteed
to be incomparable i 9b1; b2 : b1 6! E1 ^ 8OnE : b1 ! OnE ^ b2 6! E2 ^ 8OnE : b2 ! OnE
2

Proof:

2

1

2

1

1

We prove only the if direction. The counterexamples given in theorems 6 and 8 still hold.
Assume that b1 occurs in process i and b2 occurs in process j .
b1 6! E1 ) TE1 [i] < Tb1 [i] (see lemma 8)
8OnE2 : b1 ! OnE2 ) Tb1 [i]  TE2 [i] (see lemma 9)
) TE1 [i] < Tb1 [i]  TE2 [i]
b2 6! E2 ) TE2 [j ] < Tb2 [j ] (see lemma 8)
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8OnE : b2 ! OnE ) Tb [j ]  TE [j ] (see lemma 9)
) TE [j ] < Tb [j ]  TE [j ]
) E1jjE2 and the TE and TE are incomparable.
Theorem 12 (Timestamp inequality for non{synchronous events)
Let E1 and E2 be two contractions with E1 ! E2 ^ E2 6! E1. TE < TE is guaranteed if
and only if 9a : a 6! E1 ^ 8OnE : a ! OnE .
Proof:
1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

We prove only the if direction. The counterexamples given in theorem 9 still hold.
Summers already showed that E1 ! E2 ) TE1  TE2 .
Now we show that 9j : TE1 [j ] < TE2 [j ]. j is the process a occurs in.
a 6! E1 ) TE1 [j ] < Ta[j ] (see lemma 8)
8OnE2 : a ! OnE2 ) Ta[j ]  TE2 [j ] (see lemma 9)
) TE1 [j ] < Ta[j ]  TE2 [j ]

Theorem 13 (Sucient criteria for complete timestamping)

Let Ei be contractions at an arbitrary level of abstraction. The timestamping of these
contractions is complete if and only if each Ei is proper with respect to all other contractions
in the event stream that do not succeed it.

Proof:

Theorem 11 shows that the timestamps of concurrent contractions are incomparable for
proper contractions. Theorem 12 shows that the timestamps of comparable non{synchronous contractions are di erent if the succeeding contraction is proper with respect to the
preceding contraction. It follows that the timestamp test accurately re ects the ! relation.

7.4.6 Replacing the Characteristic Event with a Contraction
A contraction is de ned to be proper if characteristic events exist in the event stream. These
characteristic events cannot be replaced by arbitrary contractions, see Figure 17.
E2 and E4 are contractions with one multi{threaded input point and two single{threaded
output points. E2 precedes all output points of E4 . E4 is concurrent with g but TE4 =
(1; 1; 1; 1; 0) < (1; 3; 1; 3; 3) = Tg . The problem here is that E2 is no proper contraction with
respect to g .
Only proper contractions can play the role of characteristic events. In case a proper contraction is chosen, its characteristic event becomes a characteristic event of the contraction
under consideration as well. So the discussion will assume only simple events as characteristic events.

7.5 Restricting Contractions
Contractions are a very general concept. They have, however, the drawback that the complete timestamping of contractions is not guaranteed and their detection and veri cation
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Figure 17: The characteristic event cannot be replaced by an arbitrary contraction E2
is context{dependent. This section discusses some ways to restrict contractions to overcome or to minimize these problems. Imposing further restrictions limits the expressiveness
of contractions. Therefore, the gains achieved have to be weighed against the losses in
expressiveness.

Restrictions to guarantee complete timestamping

The timestamping of a contraction E with respect to another (primitive or abstract) event
A can be complete or incomplete, depending on the existence of characteristic events ei
unrelated to A and E in the event stream. The following lemma discusses a structural
requirement that guarantees the existence of these ei as part of the contraction E .

Lemma 10

Let E1 be a contraction such that 9e 2 E1 : 8OnE1 : e ! OnE1 . E1 is proper with respect to
all other contractions in the event stream that do not succeed it.

Proof: (follows directly from the de nition of proper)
 8E2 : E2jjE1
) e 6! E2 ^ 8OnE : e ! OnE
) e ful lls requested property.
 8E2 : E2 ! E1 ^ E1 6! E2
) e 6! E2 ^ 8OnE : e ! OnE
) e ful lls requested property.
1

1

1

1

Restrictions to minimize the context{dependency

Complete precedence abstractions are de ned independent from their context. Unless we
restrict the expressive power of contractions to the one of complete precedence abstractions,
contractions have to be de ned in a context{dependent fashion, expressed by the connection
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Figure 18: Addition of a misleading precedence
rules. Otherwise, even for a contraction with only one two{threaded output point the
scenario depicted in Figure 18 may occur.
I1E = fbg; I2E = fcg; O1E = fb; cg
We have a ! E ! d but a 6! d.
The following restrictions can be imposed to simplify the connection rules and the algorithmic detection of (restricted) contractions in an event stream:

 Allow only single{threaded input points (or output points):

This restriction makes it impossible to connect events in a multi{threaded output point
to events in a multi{threaded input point. This simpli es the connection rules and
their enforcement. Enforcing single{threaded input points also guarantees complete
timestamps, as discussed in the previous section.
 Allow only one multi{threaded input or output point:
Multi{threaded interface points pose a special problem since it has to be enforced
that all events in the interface point connect to single{threaded interface points in
the same contraction. We cannot abolish all multi{threaded interface points without
limiting contractions to the expressiveness of complete precedence abstractions. But
the fewer multi{threaded interface points exist, the easier it becomes to check their
proper connection.

7.6 A Real Example
Contractions are harder to handle than complete precedence abstractions and do have a
number of drawbacks. But complete precedence abstractions do not allow us to model all
interesting abstract events in Hermes applications. Hermes is a high{level, process{oriented
language for distributed computing, see Strom et al.[26]. One structure that appears again
and again in the event stream of Hermes applications is depicted in Figure 19.
A client process nd le calls three di erent server processes, each time waiting for and
receiving a reply, using only synchronous message passing. This whole event sequence
cannot be modelled as a complete precedence abstraction. For example, the input events
e and j are not preceding the output event c. But it can be modelled as contraction,
even in the restricted form described in the previous section. Event a precedes all output
events c; g; k; l and therefore all output points, however they are de ned. It is the required
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Figure 19: Event structure in Hermes applications
characteristic event. Given that all input points have to be single{threaded and that we
want to de ne only one multi{threaded output point, the following de nition of output
points for the contraction E is possible: O1E = fc; g; lg; O2E = fkg, that is, the output events
of the three server processes form the multi{threaded output point, the output event of the
client process forms a single{threaded output point.

8 Conclusions
8.1 Summary of Results
This paper de nes the basic terminology used for the continuing work on event abstraction.
Contrary to both Cheung[7] and Summers[27], all de nitions and theorems cover systems
with synchronous as well as asynchronous message passing. Three main results can be
identi ed.
First, theorems 2 and 4 establish the basis for an ecient algorithm to detect minimal
complete precedence abstractions in an event stream. Second, Figure 13 demonstrates that
these properties do not hold for contractions. This, together with the context{dependency
of the de nition of a contraction, expressed in the connection rules (de nition 24), indicates
that it will be far more dicult to detect and analyze contractions in an event stream.
Third, theorem 13 states a general condition that guarantees complete timestamping of
contractions. The condition is ful lled for contractions with a slightly stronger structure,
see lemma 10.
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8.2 Outlook
8.2.1 Precedence Violating Abstractions
We found complete precedence abstractions too weak to model all abstract events in Hermes
applications. Contractions, on the other hand, are powerful enough, and given the right
restriction, allow for complete timestamping. Unfortunately, contractions have other drawbacks. They are context{dependent, making their algorithmic detection very dicult. One
possible solution is to look for other, context{independent event structures. It has been
shown by Cheung[7] that contractions are the weakest structure allowing for proper abstraction. Using an event structure even weaker than contractions may result in improper
abstractions: either we introduce cycles were none existed before or spurious, additional
precedence relations.
The following few sentences outline a strategy for identifying weaker event structures. First,
the idea of assigning a single timestamp to the abstract event is given up. Each event set
is characterized by two sets of timestamps. The rst set of timestamps consists of the
timestamps of all input events, the second set contains all output event timestamps. The
following conditions hold for the precedence relationship between an event a and an event
set A:
a ! A , 9iA : Ta  TiA
A ! a , 9oA : ToA  Ta
Note that the following optimization holds for the two timestamp sets. If one input event
iA succeeds another input event i A, then the timestamp of i A can be dropped from the set
of input event timestamps. Similarly, if one output event oA precedes another output event
o A, then the timestamp of o A can be dropped from the set of output event timestamps.
Imposing the density requirement of theorem 2 ensures that cycles occur only because of
synchronous events: 8a; b 2 A : a ! c ! b ) c 2 A _ 9l 2 A : c $ l. How to
further restrict the number of spurious, additional precedence relations by imposing further
structural requirements is an open problem.
0

0

0

0

8.2.2 Displaying Abstract Events with Multiple Nodes
The previous discussion implicitly assumed that an abstraction is always formed by replacing
a set of events with a single abstract event. However, when discussing process abstraction,
both Cheung[7] and Summers[27] immediately saw the need to represent a process cluster by
more than one interface trace. A single interface trace imposes a total order on all interface
events, but process clusters may behave non-sequential across their interface. A similar idea
should be pursued for event abstraction. As discussed by Zernik et al.[29], an abstract event
(or supernode, in their terminology) can be represented by more than one node. Following
this idea, the structure of abstract events could be made independent from their display.
Abstract event structures would follow from an attempt to characterize some units of work,
their display would be governed by the results presented in Cheung[7], Summers[27], and
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this paper. These results determine which subsets of the abstract event could be collapsed
in the display into a single event without violating the ! relation.
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